Feedback from October 25 2011 Aberdeen Finding Petroleum forum "optimum supply chains"

Your Name and
Company?
(Optional)

Chevron

Please rate the
quality of the Please rate
presentations the venue

7

Please rate the
refreshments

7

What did you enjoy most about How could we improve the next
the event?
event?

I enjoyed meeting delegates
who are in the same business as
I am and discussing current
I would like to see more practical
trends and issues that we all
demonstrations of the products
8 seem to share
the speakers were trying to sell

Please suggest a topic(s) that
you'd like covered in the future
events

May we publish
your feedback on
our website?

I would like to see and speak to like
minded people on the subject of
training within the supply chain as I
think we have historically been
used as a dumping ground for
people who are ill equiped to carry
out the basic functions required
within our industry.
Yes, I'm OK with
that

Less rain! Must have been the
worst weather in Aberdeen for a
very long me!!!!!
However that siad ‐ it was great to
have an event held in Aberdeen.
Janice Grant
Shaw, Collabro
Limited

8

8

Really enjoyed the event. I
found the presentations
professional, interesting and
8 very relevant.

Planned Maintenance, integrated
Dyce may not be the best of places planning i.e. maintenance,
because of the issues in traffic in planning, logistics and inventory
that area.
management

Yes, I'm OK with
that

Supplier profiling and tactics for
managing diﬀerent supply chains
Steve Johnson ‐
Prosafe

Moe Iversen
Caterpillar

Colin Manderson

Colin Manderson

9

9

9

9

8

10

8

8

7

7

2

2

It was great to see real
information without being sold
9 to !
It worked for me as it was

9 All presentations...
Very well presented, good
speakers who know what they
were
speaking about not just a sale
10 pitch.

Police invitees and force them to
attend! :‐)

Oil & Gas versus renewables. Can Yes, I'm OK with
the supply chains work side by side that
More of the same, and how supply Yes, I'm OK with
chain is evolving.
that

Fire and evacuation information at
the start of the event.
Bar coding and RFID.

The opportunity to meet with
Allow time allocated to breakout
9 executives and exchange ideas. groups and work sessions.

Safety and disaster recovery

Yes, I'm OK with
that
Yes, I'm OK with
that

6 Relevant content

Change location ‐ useless for most
folk living in Aberdeen or those
staying in centre of town

Yes, I'm OK with
that

6 Relevant content

Change location ‐ useless for most
folk living in Aberdeen or those
staying in centre of town

Yes, I'm OK with
that

